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DEPARTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

ONLINE INTERNATIONAL WEBINAR /TECHNICAL LECTURE BY PROFESSOR FROM 

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY, USA on 13.11.2020 

Department of International Relations BIHER collaborate with School of Architecture and 

School of Sciences and Humanities organized a Webinar on “Sustainable Architecture and 

Technology”.  

The Webinar was held on 13th November 2020 and Professor. Dongwoo Jason Yeon guest 

speaker from Design School, Arizona State University, Tempe. USA 

Ar.Mohamed Farook Ali, Head of School of Architecture welcome the guest speaker. More than 

290 Students from Architecture and Basic Sciences and Humanities have participated in the 

Webinar. 

Ptof. Dongwoo Jason Yeon gave a lecture on three important topics related to building 

construction. The first topic as “Human Sensing-Implemented indoor heating and cooling system 

control. In which he presented the basic concepts used in sustainable architecture technology 

relating with best suitable real-time examples. He emphasized the important of intelligent 

building and future solutions in the realtime world. 

In the second inspired the audience by lively interaction on how to integrate human building 

research with the building system. He discussed about analyzing and using data by different tools 

and techniques to represent data for design solutions. He told that the tools and techniques will 

provide understanding of descriptive and predictive analytics, building models for day to day 

applicability and performance forecasting for taking proactive design decisions.  

In the third topics he covered the sustainable in the does environmental control strategy in a built 

environment. He said that the gained practical mastery learning through hands on projects 

designed by him understanding the traditional architecture practice in sustainable building and 

technology in India and china global scales.  
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These lectures by Prof. Daongwoo Jason Yeom shared his knowledge practical experiences with 

the participants. Also motivated the participants in understanding the sustainable architecture and 

technology. And also bridge the gap between academics and industries. Ar.Mohamed Farook, 

Head of the School of Architecture delivered the vote of thanks  

 

Prof. Dongwoo Jason Yeon delivers his lecture on “Sustainable Architecture and 

Technology” on 13th Nov 2020 

 

Prof. Dongwoo Jason Yeon clarifies Students question 


